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Sliding entrance system
powered by LMD technology
DORMA MAGNEO

Magnetic drive sliding entrance system

Powered by linear magnetic drive technology (LMD), the DORMA MAGNEO redefines both the function and design of sliding systems. MAGNEO is an automated sliding system designed to work in ways and places that were never possible before—whether public, commercial, or private. Its sleek Contur design has minimalist clean lines that blend seamlessly to meet discriminating applications. The innovative magnetic technology ensures that the MAGNEO is safe, reliable, whisper quiet, touch free, and resistant to wear.

Ideal for both new and retrofit interior applications, the MAGNEO’s modern design dramatically transforms and enhances interior spaces while supporting green initiatives at the same time. Its easy operation makes it an attractive and efficient way to update both the function and appearance of interior doorways.

The versatile MAGNEO meets all safety requirements for low energy applications. Its extra sensitive operation instantly detects any obstruction. Activation is achieved via touchless design push plate, radio remote control, or traditional infrared motion sensors.

MAGNEO’s revolutionary technology leads to revolutionary possibilities for incorporating automated openings into interior design.
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